Big Idea Competition 2018

250+ applications
1 in 3 applicants were female

one hundred and fifteen thousand
The sum of money given away to winning startup pitches.

$1200+
Pre-registered attendance. (actual, est. 900)

NSM 2%
ATEC, BBS, A&H 1%
JSOM 74%
ECS 24%
Schools represented in applications

1st Immosis
2nd CytoPDMS
3rd Sahai

SPONSORS

QUOTABLES
“The epicenter of entrepreneurial creativity and development in Texas”
“An incredible experience”
“Tremendous work by many talented young people”

75% undergraduate applications
20% graduate applications
5% alumni/phd applications

INFORMATION

innovation.utdallas.edu

SCHOOLS REPRESENTED IN APPLICATIONS

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship

facebook
twitter
youtube
linkedin

INTERLOCK PARTNERS

BIOWORLD
www.bioworldcorp.com

REVTECH VENTURES

Vinson & Elkins LLP
pointb